The Era of the Antichrist
By Ysatis De Saint-Simone
The Era of the Antichrist is more than just a book; it is a prophecy being fulfilled
daily, corroborated in our daily news, magazines, newspapers, etc. This is not a
strange coincidence as we now live in the Era of the Antichrist. The Era of the
Antichrist is a living book whose events are taking place via both visible and
invisible events, revealing the mysteries of the self and its link to the Antichrist.
These secrets and mysteries have been hidden for thousands of years, and their
understanding is paramount for the survival of the soul in the twenty-first century
for as Paul de Tarsus stated: ‘We wrestle not humans, but against Powers and
Sovereignties, and Principalities and Thrones, who started the darkness of this
world, the spiritual army of evil in the Cosmos.’ This prophetic and informative
book provides vital knowledge which helps us to fight and conquer the antichristic
forces that work within and without us and try to influence our minds and kill our
souls by stopping us from taking the last step of our evolution.
In order to protect this vital information for our souls' survival from being altered,
Saint John used precise symbols and arithmetic ciphers in his book of the
Apocalypses that were Understood only by early Christian Gnostics. Such
numbers and symbols have been understood superficially due to a lack of an
experiential Knowledge of God – it is this rare gift, the, experiential Knowledge of
God, that makes one a Gnostic, possessing what Saint John called Understanding.
He makes sure to specify, ‘Let those who have Understanding, compute the
number of the beast, for it is the name of a man. And his number is 666.’ Those
who possess only logic or intellectual knowledge have believed Saint John’s
numbers to be no more than mere symbols. This is a capital error: no one is able to
correctly understand anything written in the Sealed book of Saint John, one of the
most mysterious manuscripts ever written, without the secret numerological code,
especially when dealing with the Antichrist. Without the code used to unveil the
mysteries, it is literally impossible to discover the true identity of the Antichrist, or
to know why he has so much power over human beings. Dame Ysatis De SaintSimone has in her state of the art disclosure of this Mystery done so. This is why
her book The Era of the Antichrist is unique and vital for our days.
Many have made superficial conclusions about the identity of the Antichrist. Some
of the most popular were based on the misinterpretation of a prophecy of
Nostradamus, others have been overtly based on social preferences or fears, i.e.
Hitler, Gorbachev, Saddam Hussein, any of the Popes, etc. Meanwhile, the true

identity of the Antichrist has remained unknown and well protected behind the
wall built around him by all these wild theories about his identity.
It is a fact that the early Christian Gnostics used specific systems of numbers and
symbols to protect the High Mysteries of early Christiandom from malice or
distortion of truth, as well as to communicate them to each other without
endangering their purity, as only those possessing the secret code could disclose
them. They were forced to do this, not only to protect the purity of the Christ
Mystery, but also the knowledge that they had of other mysteries who concerned
the adversary forces, the ones whose role is to oppose the Christ on earth. One of
these mysteries, maybe the most feared of all, is the mystery of the number 666,
the number of the adversary of the Christ – the satanic beast who is supposed to
reign on the earth as the false Messiah.
The identity of this false Messiah is arguably the most historically misinterpreted.
That is not the case anymore: The Era of the Antichrist reveals his true identity.
Oddly enough, because we must be very near to the time when he is going to
reveal himself, his followers are willingly corroborating the information provided
in this book by openly discussing, for the first time in history, their preparation for
his coming and the great benefits that the world is going to receive by having
‘someone like him’ change things on earth.
In His instructions to the apostles, Our Savior provides information regarding the
coming of His adversary, such as special signs to watch out for that would signal
the end of times, but no date. I adhere myself to this because if He Who Is the
Beginning and the End gave only the signs, and no specific time, is because of a
perfect understanding of things. Therefore, I follow His direction, observe the
signs and communicate them to others. Like it or not, most of the signs have
already been fulfilled and the ones that have not are being fulfilled right in front of
our eyes even if we don’t care to see them. This may be pleasant or unpleasant to
hear, but in these times Truth, more than ever, is a lifesaver being handed to you,
which may help you to survive. I exhort those who have ears to hear and who want
to be part of His Kingdom to inform themselves correctly about the true identity of
the adversary of the Christ because he will deceive many, even the elect if that
were possible, as Our Lord Jesus Himself said.
The Era of the Antichrist uses the Marcosian system of numbers, a secret
numerological code devised to unveil the identity of the dreaded beast of the
Apocalypses by Marcus, a disciple of Valentinus, who was a disciple of Saint

John. The only other correct computations and conclusions that I have knowledge
of were made by Rudolph Steiner and G.R. Mead, and both had a different aspect
than the one presented in The Era of the Antichrist because the time of the
Antichrist was not yet upon us. But now the time is ripe and the breaking of the
seals of mystery of the Apocalypse is possible. It is now also possible to offer a
book like this to the general public because there are technological mediums that
allow us to communicate in ways not previously possible. Book distribution has
historically been controlled by big publishing houses, which probably would have
prevented books such as this one from reaching the public.
The most notable difference between The Era of the Antichrist and other books
theorizing on the mysteries of the Antichrist is that The Era of the Antichrist
does not theorize or use a modern system of numerology – it computes as Saint
John directed us to do. It unveils the identity of the Antichrist, not via intellectual
conclusions but rather by using the Marcosian system of numbers, the same
numerical code used by Saint John and/or his disciples. The Era of the Antichrist
is a lifesaver, a handbook of Spiritual Survival for our era, and a correct
Understanding of its subject vital for the survival of the soul of every living being.
If when you are warned that a killer hurricane is approaching you make sure to get
a hurricane preparedness pamphlet and follow its instructions exactly, chances are
that you will be able to survive the hurricane. That is what The Era of the
Antichrist is all about, read it and prepare yourself. Use it well.

